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We study how the indirect observation of dark matter substructures in the Milky Way, using
recent stellar stream studies, translate into constraints for different dark matter models. We obtain
the lower bounds mWDM > 3.2 keV and mFDM > 5.2× 10−21 eV on the warm dark matter and fuzzy
dark matter particle mass, respectively. When dark matter is coupled to a dark radiation bath, we
find that kinetic decoupling must take place at temperatures higher than Tkd > 0.7 keV. We also
discuss future prospects of stellar stream observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unveiling the elusive nature of dark matter (DM) has
proven to be an extremely difficult endeavor [1, 2]. The
DM candidate particle masses span more than 75 orders
of magnitude while its feeble non-gravitational interac-
tions with the Standard Model, if they exist at all, are
strongly model dependent and have so far evaded de-
tection. In the absence of any reliable signal of direct
or indirect detection, the main source of information to
constrain the DM properties are cosmological and astro-
physical observations.
The cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm has been re-
markably successful in explaining the large scale struc-
ture of the Universe. Yet there are several discrepancies
between observations and CDM only numerical simula-
tions at smaller scales, that is, galactic and subgalac-
tic scales. These include the “missing satellite” prob-
lem [3, 4], the “too-big-to-fail” problem [5–9], the core-
cusp problem [10–15], the plane of satellites problem [16]
and the diversity problem [17]. It is unknown whether
these small-scale discrepancies might be alleviated by
baryonic physics or if they arise from an inadequacy of
the standard paradigm (for recent reviews see e.g. [18–
20]). The latter solution has motivated alternative DM
scenarios, such as warm dark matter (WDM), fuzzy dark
matter (FDM) and self-interacting dark matter (SIDM)
models.
In this respect, the abundance of DM substructure can
provide valuable information about the nature of DM.
Many DM models predict abundances of low-mass dark
subhalos that lie much below the CDM prediction. Such
models are WDM [21, 22], FDM [23–27] and those SIDM
scenarios in which DM interacts with a dark radiation
bath [28–31]. Other models, such as primordial black
hole (PBH) DM [32–34], may, instead, enhance small
scale structure due to the PBH induced shot noise [35–
37].
Observables such as gravitational lensing [38–45], the
Lyman-α forest [46–52] and stellar dynamics [53–60] can
be used to experimentally distinguish between these DM
scenarios. The analysis of fluctuations in the stellar den-
sity of tidal streams in ref. [60], used to indirectly mea-
sure the number of dark subhalos in the Milky Way in
the mass range 107–109M, can be used to constrain DM
models. The case of WDM has been studied in ref. [61].
Here, we generalize this analysis to other DM scenarios.
We discuss halo substructure for different DM scenar-
ios in a unified framework. To this end we show that
the modification of the subhalo mass function (SHMF),
compared to the CDM case, can be approximated by a
universal fitting form for a broad range of DM models.
Given the theoretical and astrophysical uncertainties it
is possible to constrain the scale at which the SHMF is
suppressed, but not the specific shape of the suppression
factor. This implies that it is not yet possible to observa-
tionally discriminate between modified DM scenarios us-
ing stellar streams. Nevertheless, the current constraints
are on the verge of clashing with the modified DM ex-
planation of small scale discrepancies. Therefore, future
observations have the potential to test the validity of the
CDM paradigm.
The paper is structured as follows. In section II, we re-
view the SHMF for different DM models. Section III de-
scribes different techniques used to constrain the SHMF.
It further includes a summary of current bounds on
distinct DM models. In section IV we present future
prospects and we conclude in section V. We use natural
units ~ = c = 1.
II. HALO SUBSTRUCTURE IN MODIFIED DM
SCENARIOS
The SHMF for WDM, FDM and SIDM models is sup-
pressed for small halo masses when compared to the pre-
diction for a CDM Universe. The deviation can be ap-
proximately parametrized by
dnsub
dM
= f
[
1 +
(
Mcut
M
)α]−β (
dnsub
dM
)
CDM
, (1)
where Mcut, α, β and f are free parameters that de-
pend on the DM model under consideration. This fit-
ting form generalizes the one proposed in refs. [60, 62]
which corresponds to the case α = 1 (see appendix A for
further discussion). The survival fraction f takes into
account baryonic effects, such as tidal interactions with
the central galaxy’s potential, that reduce the number
of subhalos with respect to the DM only case. In the
CDM scenario, f is expected to take values in the range
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20.1 - 0.5 [63–65]. Although the effect of baryonic tidal
stripping and disruption is yet to be studied in detail,
it can be neglected for the purpose of obtaining conser-
vative bounds on Mcut, as it would reduce the number
of subhalos with masses around Mcut. In order to bet-
ter separate the scale of suppression and the shape of
the suppression factor, we also define the related mass
scale M1/2 ≡ Mcut/ α
√
21/β − 1, which gives the point at
which the abundance of subhalos is suppressed by a fac-
tor of 1/2 with respect to the CDM case. Constraints in
the (f,M1/2) plane for different shapes of the suppres-
sion factor (1) are depicted in figure 1. We remark that
eq. (1) also contains the exponential suppression factor,
which is obtained in the limit β →∞ with M1/2 fixed.
Another important mass scale related to the suppres-
sion of the linear power spectrum of density fluctuations
is the half-mode mass
Mhm ≡ 4
3
piρb
(
pi
khm
)3
, (2)
where ρb = 2.8× 1011Ωmh2 M/Mpc3 is the background
matter density and khm is the wavenumber for which the
linear power spectrum is suppressed by a factor of 1/2
with respect to the CDM case. We stress that M1/2, Mcut
and Mhm are different mass scales. The suppression of
the SHMF can be related to the modified linear spectrum
via the adimensional parameter γ = Mcut/Mhm.
The simplified ansatz (1) can fail in the regime where
the SHMF is strongly suppressed with respect to the
CDM case. As shown in appendix A a better fit can
be obtained by allowing for a weak dependence in the
subhalo mass. In addition, f might not be constant in
the mass range under study (i.e. 107 − 109 M) [63] and
can depend on the DM model under consideration since
subhalos with shallower cores are more prone to deple-
tion [66]. However, as the constraints on the abundance
of subhalos are determined mainly by the suppression
around the scale M1/2, modifications to the SHMF much
below this mass scale, e.g. additional peaks as seen in
FDM studies [27], do not affect our conclusions.
In the following we will review the SHMF in eq. (1) for
different DM models.
Warm dark matter
Warm DM particles posses a non-negligible velocity
dispersion. This would suppress primordial matter fluc-
tuations at small scales. The values α = 1, γ = 2.7
and β = 0.99 have been found in ref. [67] for a thermal
WDM relic. However, other values for these two param-
eters have been suggested [62, 67]. For this reason, in
appendix A we further investigate substructure suppres-
sion in WFM (and FDM) models using the analytic for-
malism of [68] which provides a rather generic framework
for treating models with reduced small-scale power.
The scale Mhm is controlled by the mass mWDM of the
WDM particle through [69]:
Mhm ' 2× 1010M
(mWDM
keV
)−3.33
×
(
Ωm
0.30
)(
ΩWDM
0.25
)0.33(
h
0.7
)2.66
, (3)
where Ωm and ΩWDM are the contributions of matter
and WDM to the density parameter, respectively, and h
is the dimensionless Hubble constant.
Fuzzy dark matter
FDM is a theoretically well-motivated scenario where
DM is constituted by ultralight scalars such as axion-like
particles or moduli fields [25, 26]. In this scenario, halos
with masses below some sharp cutoff scale are strongly
suppressed due to quantum pressure effects [23, 70]. The
effect on the SHMF can be approximated by eq. (1) with
a relatively high value of β, with α = 1.1 and β = 2.2 [24].
The cutoff scale is dictated in this case by the particle
mass mFDM [26],
Mhm ' 4.6× 1010M
(
ΩFDM
0.25
)(
10−22 eV
mFDM
)4/3
. (4)
In appendix A we give a slight modification of the above
formula (see eq. (A2)). Constraints on mFDM obtained
by using eq. (A2) differ by less than 5% compared to
those obtained by using eq. (4).
We can further use the quantum nature of FDM sub-
halos to set constraints on the FDM mass. Particularly,
FDM particles inside the solitonic core of a subhalo, that
is orbiting a host galaxy, have a finite probability of tun-
neling the subhalo’s self-gravitational potential. Thus,
after a finite time the subhalo might be completely dis-
rupted [26]. The characteristic timescale τ ≡Msub/M˙sub
for the depletion of a FDM subhalo, with mass Msub
and solitonic central density ρc, can be expressed as
τ = TorbC
−1(ρc/ρ¯host), where ρ¯host is the average den-
sity of the host within the orbital radius and Torb is the
orbital period. Therefore, FDM subhalos with a solitonic
central density
ρc < C(Norb)ρ¯host (5)
have lost a significant amount of its mass after having
completed more than Norb circular orbits around its host
halo. We approximate C(Norb) with the analytic fitting
form given in ref. [71].
The central density of the solitonic core satisfies ρc ≤
0.0044(Gm2FDM)
3M4 [26]. Therefore, observation of
FDM subhalos with a mass Msub imply the following
constraint for the FDM mass:
mFDM ≥ 10−22 eV
[
Msub
109 M
]−2/3 [
ρ¯host(r)
7.05 Mpc−3
]1/6
× [C(Norb)]1/6 , (6)
3with ρ¯host(r) the averaged density of the host galaxy
within radius r.1
The fitting form we use for C(Norb) applies for subha-
los on circular orbits and further assumes spherical hosts.
These assumptions yield a more conservative disruption
rate because halos that pass closer to the galactic center
have shorter lifetimes.
Self-interacting dark matter
For SIDM models in which DM couples to a dark ra-
diation bath in the early universe, the elastic scattering
between the two species damps the linear power spec-
trum until the species kinetically decouple at tempera-
ture Tkd [72–74]. Numerical simulations show that this
leads to a SHMF of the form shown in eq. (1) with α = 1
and β = 1.34 and the suppression scale of the halo mass
function [30, 31]
Mcut ' 7× 107M
(
Tkd
keV
)−3
, (7)
which corresponds roughly to the horizon mass at ki-
netic decoupling. This estimate for the suppression of
the SHMF was extrapolated from the halo mass function
and thus it does not account for the disruption of the
halo substructure which may be enhanced in compari-
son with CDM due to the cored density profiles of DM
subhalos [29, 75].
The situation can be more involved for atomic DM sce-
narios [76], where DM consists of hydrogen like states of
dark fermions bound by a light dark mediator. In this
case, kinetic decoupling of dark plasma from the dark
radiation bath can be a fairly sudden event caused by
a dark recombination. This leaves an imprint on den-
sity fluctuations at the scale of the dark-plasma sound
horizon, i.e. the scale rDAO of dark acoustic oscillations
(DAO), which is generically much smaller than the scale
of baryonic acoustic oscillations. As sub-horizon pertur-
bations are strongly damped before dark recombination,
atomic DM predicts a sharp lower bound for the halo
mass Mmin = 4pi/3r
3
DAOρb [28].
In SIDM models, the DM small scale structure can
be modified not only via to the suppression of the linear
power spectrum, but also due to the modified dynamics of
DM halos. However, numerical simulations of a range of
SIDM models show that, although DM self-interactions
can induce cored density profiles of subhalos, the subhalo
abundance of Milky Way like galaxies is unaffected for
allowed DM self-interaction cross-sections [29, 30].
1 The constraint can be expressed in terms of the orbital period
via ρ¯host = T
−2
orb3pi/G and Norb = t/Torb, with t the age of the
subhalo.
III. BOUNDS ON SMALL-SCALE CLUMPINESS
OF THE MATTER DISTRIBUTION AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR DM PHENOMENOLOGY
Several methods have been proposed and used to place
constraints on small-scale DM distribution. Below we
give a brief summary of some of the most common tech-
niques.
Stellar dynamics bounds
The presence of dark substructures can be inferred
from the dynamical perturbations they induce in their
host stellar systems. However, these signals have to
be disentangled from the influences of the ‘usual astro-
physics’ like globular clusters, molecular clouds, galactic
bars, etc. Naturally, the demand for the existence of de-
tailed kinematical data limits the focus here on our own
Galaxy.
Several particular probes have been proposed but the
full power of this broad direction has still to be realized.
For example in [56] the authors estimate that by study-
ing the perturbations in the Galactic disk it should be
possible to infer the existence of dark substructures with
masses ∼ 108 − 109 M. In [58] a method that searches
for characteristic wakes left by the passing substructures
in the stellar kinematics of the halo stars is shown to
provide sensitivity down to subhalo masses ∼ 107 M.
The main advantage of using halo stars far away from
the galactic disk is the reduced contamination from as-
trophysical backgrounds. However, the hotter the stellar
system used for probing substructures, the weaker the
bounds one expects to obtain.
One of the most promising bounds on dark subhalo
population at the moment can be deduced from the de-
tailed observations of surface density fluctuations in stel-
lar streams [53–55, 57, 59, 60, 77, 78] (for a review on
stellar streams as probes for the nature of DM see [79].)
This method might be sensitive to substructure masses
as low as ∼ 105M [54, 55, 57].
The Milky Way subhalo abundance in the mass ranges
107–108M and 108–109M has been estimated from
density fluctuations in the density of the cold stellar
streams Palomar 5 and GD-1 [60]. The linear density
power spectrum of these streams has been found to be in
good agreement with the subhalo abundance predicted
by CDM and, thus, in tension with being generated by
baryonic structures only.
By fitting the SHMF in eq. (1) to the subhalo abun-
dance in the mass range 107 − 109M given in [60], we
obtain a rough estimate of the cutoff scale Mhm for differ-
ent DM scenarios. Figure 1 shows the constraints in the
plane (f,M1/2) for the different DM scenarios discussed
in section II and in some idealized toy models. The thick
and thin dashed lines correspond to the 68% and 95%
CL exclusion regions, respectively, which were obtained
using the analytical likelihood given in ref. [60]. We re-
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FIG. 1: Number of sub-halos nsub in the mass range 10
7–108M relative to the CDM prediction nCDM, as a function of the
parameters f and M1/2 for different models. The parameters for named models are specified in section II. The gray dashed
lines show the values between which f is found to be in CDM simulations. The thick and thin black dashed lines show the
68% and 95% CL exclusion limits, respectively, using the analytical likelihood given in ref. [60] for the number of halos in the
mass bins 107–108M and 108–109M. We assume that the log-likelihood follows a χ2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom.
A hard cutoff corresponds to a SHMF described by a step function such as below M1/2, the number of subhalos is zero.
mark that, at higher confidence levels, the suppression of
the SHMF can not be constrained using the numerical
likelihood given in ref. [60]. Moreover, in this case the
analytic likelihood fails to approximate the tails of the
numerical one.
We find a relatively mild dependence on the shape of
the suppression factor specified by parameters α and β,
with the extremal case of a hard cut-off providing the
most stringent constraints. In particular, the largest un-
certainties are seen to be contained in the survival factor
f .
Using a log-uniform prior for f in the range f ∈
[0.001, 0.5] the upper bound Mhm < 4.3 × 107M was
reported in ref. [60] at 95% CL for the case of a WDM
candidate. According to eq. (3), this is equivalent to the
95% CL lower limit mWDM > 6.3 keV [60]. Eq. (7) trans-
lates this bound into into the constraint Tkd > 1.2 keV
for the SIDM kinetic decoupling temperature. Similarly,
eq. (4) implies a lower bound mFDM > 1.9× 10−20 eV
for the mass of the FDM particle. However, since the
SHMF depends on the full shape of the power spectrum
and on other details of the DM model, it is not possible
to make accurate inferences by simply equating the Mhm
of different models.
In the range f = 0.1− 0.5, shown by the dashed hori-
zontal lines in figure 1, the 95% CL exclusion boundaries
implied for the models under consideration can be sum-
marized as follows:
• WDM:
Mhm < [3.4− 43]× 107M, (8)
mWDM > [3.2− 6.8] keV. (9)
• FDM:
Mhm < [5.4− 24]× 107M, (10)
mFDM > [5.2− 16]× 10−21 eV. (11)
• SIDM:
Mcut < [1.9− 25]× 107M, (12)
Tkd > [0.66− 1.5] keV. (13)
The weaker bounds correspond to f = 0.5 and the
stronger ones to f = 0.1. The WDM constraint mWDM >
6.3 keV in ref. [60] corresponds to f ' 0.11.
Stellar kinematical data of MW dwarf galaxies [80–83]
favors cored DM profiles than can be explained within
the FDM scenario for mFDM < 10
−21 eV. It is impor-
tant to highlight that the difference between our bound
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FIG. 2: Exclusion boundary for mFDM assuming subhalos of
mass Msub are observed at distance r to the center of the
Milky Way, as a function of both Msub and r.
and these limits may reflect systematic errors on the dy-
namics of dwarf galaxies [84] rather than a tension in the
FDM model. In fact, our lower bound on mFDM is per-
fectly compatible with limits set by other experimental
strategies, such as Lyman-α [85, 86] or CMB [87] con-
straints.
Figure 2 shows the bounds on mFDM obtained from
eq. (6). We use tsub = tMW = 13.4 Gyr [88] for the
age of the subhalos, thus obtaining conservative bounds.
We further adopt the linear parametrization of V (r)(=
2pir/Torb(r)) for the Milky Way [89]:
V (r) = 229 km s−1 − (1.7 km s−1kpc−1)(r −R0). (14)
where R0 = 8.122±0.031 kpc is the distance from the Sun
to the center of the Galaxy [90]. The existence of dark
subhalos with masses of 107 M at the perigalacticon of
the GD-1 stream r ' 14 kpc, would then imply a FDM
mass satisfying
mFDM & 10−21 eV. (15)
Constraints inferred using density fluctuations in cold
stellar streams might be subject to different sources of
systematic error. For instance, it has been recently
pointed out that the GD-1 stream, used in the analysis of
[60], might have been perturbed by the Sagittarius dwarf
galaxy [91]. Thus, in order to set strong constraints on
the DM particle nature, it is important to complement
results from different experimental strategies.
Lyman-α bounds
For almost two decades the most stringent and reliable
bound on small-scale matter clustering has been obtained
via the statistical study of quasar Ly-α forest data, which
probes clustering at mildly nonlinear regimes in the red-
shift interval z ∼ 2 − 6, see e.g. [46, 47, 49, 50]. For
instance, the matter power spectrum P (k) at comoving
wavenumber k ' 10hMpc−1 cannot be suppressed more
than 10% with respect to the standard ΛCDM case [48].
This has allowed to set a mass limit on thermal relic
WDM particle mWDM > 3.3 keV at 2σ CL and cor-
responds to an effective mass-scale suppression in the
halo mass function at ∼ 2× 108 h−1M [48]. The above
WDM bound translates to the FDM particle mass limit
mFDM & 2× 10−21 eV, consistent with the mass bounds
found in [51].
The most recent Ly-α bound is even stronger, ruling
out WDM masses below 10 keV at 95% CL. [52]. Us-
ing eqs. (3), (7) and (4), this bound roughly translates
into Tkd > 2.0 keV and mFDM > 5.9× 10−20 eV. How-
ever, considering realistic astrophysical uncertainties on
the modeling of the intergalactic medium, this result is
highly controversial [92].
SIDM scenarios have been considered in the context
of Ly-α observations in ref. [93] and Ly-α constraints on
the PBH abundance have been derived in [35].
Lensing bounds
More recently a direct detection of substructures in
high resolution imaging data of giant strong lensing arcs
has become a new competitive method, currently en-
abling to detect subhaloes with masses down to ∼ 108 −
109 M. For example in [38] a Hubble Space Telescope
imaging has been used to detect substructure with mass
∼ 3.5× 109 M in a lens galaxy at redshift z ∼ 0.22 hav-
ing total DM mass ∼ 3.6 × 1011 M inside the effective
radius. In [39] Keck adaptive optics imaging has revealed
a substructure with mass ∼ 1.9×108 M in a Sagittarius-
size lens galaxy at redshift z ∼ 0.88. In [41] a subclump
with mass ∼ 9× 108 M has been detected using ALMA
observations of the strong lensing system SDP.81.
Instead of the above direct subclump detection these
techniques can be extended via statistical fluctuation
analyses to probe the presence of substructures below a
direct detection limit, potentially allowing to reach down
to masses ∼ 107 M, see e.g. [40, 42, 43].
Yet another approach to constrain substructures re-
lies on measurements of flux ratios of strongly lensed
quasars, which allows to indirectly probe the presence
of subclumps with masses ∼ 106 − 109 M [44]. This
has allowed to constrain the thermal relic WDM particle
mass mWDM > 3.8 keV at 2σ CL [44], i.e., compara-
ble to the level of the above Ly-α bounds. Since these
constraints rely on the non-linear substructure, they can-
not be straightforwardly mapped to bounds on other DM
models via Mhm comparisons.
6IV. PROSPECTS
A subhalo interaction with a tidal stream perturbs the
energy distribution for the member stars of the latter.
This perturbation in orbital energy evolves into fluctu-
ations in surface density at different angular scales de-
pending on the mass and velocity of the perturber, the
impact parameter and look-back time at which the in-
teraction took place [54, 55]. Therefore, the population
of subhalos orbiting a galaxy can be characterized using
measurements of the surface density of stellar streams.
Up to know, this analysis has been reduced to the Pal 5
and GD-1 stellar streams (see e.g. [55, 60, 94]).
The number of known stellar streams has significantly
increased in the past 5 years due to the advent of large sky
photometric and astrometric surveys, such as the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, Dark Energy Survey, Pan-STARRS1
and Gaia. A compilation of known stellar streams can
be found in the galstream python package [95]2. How-
ever, only for roughly 10% of these streams - for those
that have been spectroscopically followed up - properties
about their orbits and progenitors can be inferred. The
near-future spectroscopic facilities (such as, 4MOST or
DESI), are expected to increase, on the one hand, the
number of cold tidal streams with known orbit and kine-
matics and, on the other hand, the number of member
stars of individual streams, thus reducing measurement
errors on the surface density. These improvements might
lead to a sensitivity to the effects of subhalos with masses
as low as 105 M [54, 55, 57].
The most stringent bound that could be imposed in
this case is thus Mhm . 105M and therefore WDM,
SIDM and FDM scenarios with parameter values up to
mWDM ∼ 40 keV,
Tkd ∼ 9 keV,
mFDM ∼ 2× 10−18 eV,
(16)
may be probed. Since FDM models could alleviate small-
scale discrepancies when mFDM . 10−21 eV, realizing the
full potential of from stellar stream observations can cer-
tainly test the FDM explanation of the small-scale prob-
lems. A similar conclusion can be drawn for WDM and
SIDM models, especially when the resolution of the small
scale discrepancies rests on the early suppression of the
linear power spectrum.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we considered different DM scenarios in
the light of the recent indirectly measurement of dark
subhalo abundance from the stellar density fluctuations
of tidal streams. Stellar streams provide a promising set
2 https://github.com/cmateu/galstreams.
of observables for constraining small-scale structure and
thus, studying the DM particle nature owing to the differ-
ences in subhalo abundances predicted by different DM
models. As shown in section III, current stellar stream
limits are already at the level of the ones obtained from
other observables, such as Lyman-α or gravitational lens-
ing. In the conservative case, for WDM we obtain the
lower bound mWDM > 3.2 keV which is slightly lower
that found [60]. Similarly, we find that the FDM mass
must satisfy mFDM > 5.2× 10−21 eV and for SIDM sce-
narios where DM is coupled to a dark radiation bath, ki-
netic decoupling must take place at temperatures higher
than Tkd > 0.7 keV.
A significant improvement on these bounds can be
expected in the near future with the advent of large
sky photometric and spectroscopic surveys which will in-
crease the number of known streams and the number of
member stars belonging to a given stellar stream. In or-
der to fully realize the potential of these measurements,
it would be necessary to improve our understanding of
baryonic effects in disrupting DM subhalos. Also, an
improved theoretical understanding of the substructure
in SIDM models is required in order to effectively study
them using stellar dynamics measurements.
Tidal stripping and disruption of subhalos due to bary-
onic effects is difficult to quantify. Modifications in the
SHMF induced by these effects depend on the density
profile of the subhalos, with cored profiles more prone
to disruption [66]. The latter itself is dependent on the
underlying DM physics. In our simplified framework we
parametrize our lack of knowledge through the survival
fraction f that can take values in a relatively wide range
(see e.g. [63–65]). The most conservative bounds for
the modified DM scenarios can be obtained by choosing
f = 1. In order to distinguish different DM scenarios,
on the other hand, an accurate estimate of the baryonic
effects on the suppression of the subhalo abundance is
required. Moreover, if the nature of DM would be de-
termined from other observables, then stellar stream ob-
servations may help to precisely determine the baryonic
effects i.e., the value of f in our simplified framework.
At any rate, since the different methods that aim to
determine the number of subhalos are affected by differ-
ent sources of systematic error, it is the complementarity
of them that would allow to set robust constraints on the
particle nature of DM.
The population of dark subhalos in our Galaxy further
affects indirect DM searches which aim at detecting the
flux of final stable particles produced by annihilation or
decay of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles. The flux
of stable particles depends on the distribution of DM in
the region under study and the presence of subhalos can
significantly boost this signal [96]. The subhalo abun-
dance also impacts searches for annihilation signals from
optically faint patches of the sky [97].
Note added: During completion of this work a re-
lated study on FDM [98] appeared, where similar con-
clusions regarding FDM are reached using a slightly dif-
7ferent modification of the SHMF (see also appendix A).
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Appendix A: Analytic fitting forms for WDM &
FDM
In the following we assume analytic description for the
SHMF as presented in [68], where it has been exten-
sively tested against WDM and mixedDM (warm+cold)
N-body simulations with a wide range of effective small-
scale power suppression scales. Even though a precise
treatment for the FDM would require numerical inte-
gration of the Scro¨dinger-Poisson system in place of the
usual Vlasov-Poisson system of the collisionless N-body
problem, the above analytic model should still serve
as a reasonably good approximation. The linear input
spectra for the SHMF calculations were calculated with
CAMB3[99] and axionCAMB4[100] Boltzmann codes (for
WDM and FDM, respectively). Spatially flat cosmolo-
gies with Ωm = 0.3, ΩWDM/FDM = 0.25, h = 0.7 were
assumed.
It turns out that the results of our analytical calcu-
lations can be quite well approximated by the following
functional form
dnsub
dM
=
[
1 +
(
Mcut ≡ γMhm
M
)α]−β (
dnsub
dM
)
CDM
,
(A1)
with best-fit parameters
• WDM: α ' 0.76, β ' 3.9, γ ' 0.087,
• FDM: α ' 1.5, β ' 5.0, γ ' 0.14 .
The above WDM fit is fine for mWDM ∼ 4− 8 keV but it
can be significantly improved for lower and higher masses
by allowing β to vary with mWDM
β ' 3.14− 0.057×mWDM[keV] ,
α ' 0.785 ,
γ ' 0.153 .
Here the half-mode mass Mhm is given by eq. (2) where
Mhm for WDM is shown in eq. (3) while for FDM we use
3 https://github.com/cmbant/CAMB
4 https://github.com/dgrin1/axionCAMB
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FIG. 3: Ratio of WDM and CDM SHMFs. The WDM parti-
cle mass is in range 1− 10 keV with 1 keV step size. Fitting
functions (A1) with constant and mass-varying β are shown
with dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
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FIG. 4: Ratio of FDM and CDM SHMFs. Here the FDM
particle masses are obtained from the WDM masses of figure 3
via the approximate relation (A3) and cover a range ∼ (1 −
300)× 10−22 eV. Fitting function (A1) is shown with dashed
lines.
the following slightly improved fit over the one provided
in [23]:
Mhm ' 6.3× 1010 M
(
Ωm
0.3
)(
h
0.7
)2 ( mFDM
10−22 eV
)−1.38
.
(A2)
The performance of the fitting form (A1) against di-
8rect analytic calculations is shown in figures 3 and 4 for
WDM and FDM, respectively. Here the solid lines cor-
respond to direct analytic calculations and dashed ones
show the approximation form (A1). In figure 3, starting
from the line with the strongest suppression, the WDM
mass increases from mWDM = 1 keV up to 10 keV with
1 keV step size. The FDM masses in figure 4 correspond
to the WDM particle masses of figure 3 by requiring the
linear power suppression wavenumbers khm to approxi-
mately match. In particular, this amounts to choosing
mFDM ∼
(mWDM
keV
)2.5
× 10−22 eV . (A3)
In a recent paper [98], which studied topics similar to
the ones covered in this work, the author used an ana-
lytic FDM substructure fitting function obtained earlier
in [101]. It turns out that our FDM results shown in
figure 4 have significantly stronger suppression. The re-
sults can be made to agree roughly if we increase mFDM
by a factor ∼ 4 − 5. The source of this discrepancy
can be traced to the form of the filtering function used
in calculations: Fourier vs real-space top-hat function.
In [68], in context of WDM models, it was extensively dis-
cussed that standard Press-Schechter calculations with
real-space top-hat function leads to a significant underes-
timation of the small-scale substructure suppression fac-
tor when compared with direct N-body results. Unfor-
tunately, in the case of FDM, currently available simu-
lations lack resolution to reliably calibrate the analytic
SHMF.
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